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Abstract—Mobile devices are becoming ubiquitous. People take
pictures via their phone cameras to explore the world on the go. In
many cases, they are concerned with the picture-related informa-
tion. Understanding user intent conveyed by those pictures there-
fore becomes important. Existing mobile applications employ vi-
sual search to connect the captured picture with the physical world.
However, they only achieve limited success due to the ambiguity
nature of user intent in the picture—one picture usually contains
multiple objects. By taking advantage of multitouch interactions
onmobile devices, this paper presents a prototype of interactivemo-
bile visual search, named TapTell, to help users formulate their vi-
sual intentmore conveniently. This kind of search leverages limited
yet natural user interactions on the phone to achieve more effective
visual search while maintaining a satisfying user experience. We
make three contributions in this work. First, we conduct a focus
study on the usage patterns and concerned factors formobile visual
search, which in turn leads to the interactive design of expressing
visual intent by gesture. Second, we introduce four modes of ges-
ture-based interactions (crop, line, lasso, and tap) and develop a
mobile prototype. Third, we perform an in-depth usability evalua-
tion on these differentmodes, which demonstrates the advantage of
interactions and shows that lasso is the most natural and effective
interaction mode. We show that TapTell provides a natural user
experience to use phone camera and gesture to explore the world.
Based on the observation and conclusion, we also suggest some de-
sign principles for interactive mobile visual search in the future.

Index Terms—Interaction design, interactive search, mobile vi-
sual search, user interfaces.

I. INTRODUCTION

W ITH the ubiquity of mobile devices, people are using
their phones as a personal concierge discovering and

making decisions anywhere and anytime. For example, they can
easily take pictures via their phone cameras and get related in-
formation about the pictures on the go. Understanding visual in-
tent conveyed by the captured pictures therefore become impor-
tant for mobile users. An exemplary mobile application of this
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kind is LeafSnap1: you take a snap of the leaf, search it on In-
ternet with your mobile devices, and the pictures of plants with
similar appearances as well as their names and detailed infor-
mation are returned. LeafSnap belongs to a new kind of mobile
applications called mobile visual search, which is more natural
and user-friendly than text or voice-based mobile search—there
is no bothering to knowwhat it is or how to pronounce it; as long
as you see it, you can initiate the query. Besides leaf identifica-
tion, there exists a broad range of applications for mobile vi-
sual search, e.g., identifying landmarks, comparing shoppings,
finding information about movies, books, artworks, and so on.
Attractive as these applications are, existing systems for mo-

bile visual search work only on limited object categories and
under controlled conditions [10], which restricts its potential
from a nice-to-have to a must-have. The reason is twofold. First,
from the perspective of technology, though many researchers
devoted on it, state-of-the-art algorithms find it challenging
to perform intelligent image understanding on professional
pictures, not to mention on those captured by phone cameras
with huge illumination variation and complex surroundings.
Second, just like an old saying, “one picture is worth thousands
of words,” the picture usually contains multiple objects. The
ambiguity nature of user intent in the captured picture makes
it difficult to understand user intent without user-specified
region-of-interest (ROI). We are investigating in this paper the
way for better understanding user intent from the phone-cap-
tured picture and improving mobile visual search performance,
while keeping users in the loop.
The basic premise is that, in mobile visual search, if users are

willing to spend limited efforts interacting with the captured pic-
tures to express their intent more clearly, e.g., selecting the ROI
in one step, the application would receive more focused purpose
and provide a better search performance. Different from many
existing mobile visual search applications which do not take
advantage of multitouch functionality on mobile devices, this
paper presents a prototype of interactive mobile visual search
to help users formulate their visual intent more conveniently
via simple multitouch interactions. This kind of search lever-
ages limited yet natural user interactions on the phone to achieve
more effective visual search performance while maintaining sat-
isfying user experience. The proposed interactive mobile visual
search extends conventional two-step search (“snap search”)
one step further, to “snap interact search,” as shown in
Fig. 1. The user only takes one step to interactively specify their
intent.
We first conducted a focus study to gain insight into usage

patterns and concerned factors on mobile visual search. Typical
tasks of Informational, Transactional, and Social as well as
evaluation metrics of Efficiency, Interface, and Effectiveness

1[Online]. Available: http://www.leafsnap.com/
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Fig. 1. Process of interactive mobile visual search: snap interact search.
The prototype is deployed on Window Phone 7 (WP7) devices.

were summarized. The limitations of existing mobile visual
searchers were discussed accordingly. Most participants in
this study expressed the demands for an touchable or ges-
ture-based interaction, as long as the search performance
could be improved via very limited yet natural interactions.
Based on that, we introduced four modes of interactions, crop,
line, lasso, tap, and implemented an interactive visual search
system on the multi-touch mobile devices. Usability evaluation
study consisting of 40 users was then conducted following the
summarized tasks and metrics. We compared the search with
interactions (i.e., the proposed four modes) versus conven-
tional non-interaction mode. Armed with the observations, we
present design principles for future mobile visual searchers. In
summary, the contributions are as follows.
• A focus study is carried out for the first time to investigate
how users behave and expect on a mobile visual searcher.
The typical tasks and evaluation metrics are summarized
accordingly.

• Based on the findings from the focus study, we have iden-
tified the needs of interaction and introduced novel inter-
action modes for mobile visual search.

• An in-depth usability evaluation on the advantage of inter-
action and comparison between the proposed four interac-
tion modes is performed.

• We give the design principles for future mobile visual
search systems.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
reviews related work. Section III presents our focus study which
initiates this work, while Section IV introduces the proposed
TapTell prototype. Section V presents the design of different
user interactions onmobile devices. SectionVI presents our user
studies based on the interaction design, followed by the discus-
sions and conclusions in Section VII and VIII, respectively.

II. RELATED WORK

Here, we explain that there is a gap between the fact people
prefer to interact with their mobile devices and the way that most
mobile visual search applications work. The goal of this work
is to fill the gap by introducing a more natural user interaction.

A. Mobile Visual Search

The Internet has become a necessity for daily life. More
people than ever before have the need for pervasive Internet,
which creates immense potential for the mobile services as an
Internet access point. According to a recent industrial report,

studies show that by 2015, 80% of people will access Internet
from mobile devices.2 While search continues to be the main
activity on mobile Internet,3 mobile visual search, where people
capture the object in visual proximity and search it via mobile
Internet, emerges as a new member of the mobile search family.
Due to its commercial value, mobile visual search has

drawn extensive academic and industrial attentions. Early
deployments of such commercial applications include Google
Goggles,4 Microsoft Bing Mobile,5 Kooaba,6 Nokia Point and
Find,7 Amazon SnapTell,8 and so on. Most existing applications
work on recognizing the picture as a whole, while neglecting
to take the advantage of smartphone functionalities such as the
multitouch interaction. As a result, they only achieve success
in limited vertical domains, e.g., book and CD covers, artwork,
and name card. People are not allowed in these applications
to express their visual intent through any interaction with the
picture. The only system enabling interactive features is Google
Goggles, which recently supports cropbox for ROI selection.
Based on our investigation of typical usage patterns on mobile
visual search, we present a natural user interface, consisting of
three novel interaction modes (e.g., line, tap, and lasso). These
interaction modes as well as the crop mode of Goggles are
explored through a usability evaluation.
In academia, there exists extensive research on the problems

in mobile visual search. Topics of interest include the design of
compact descriptors or image signatures [15], [21], the incorpo-
ration of side information like GPS and RFID [4], inverted index
compression and transmission [5], and so on. However, mobile
visual search is still in its early stage. State-of-the-art algorithms
can work well only on highly textured objects and under con-
trolled lighting conditions. Back to our story of leaf recognition,
LeafSnap requires to center the leaf samples on a plain white
background and the recognition time for each sample takes at
least one minute. Recently, two inspiring works take user op-
eration into consideration to improve mobile visual search per-
formance. Yu et al. proposed an active query sensing system to
analyze the failed query and guide mobile users to take a second
query [23], while in [22] the authors encouraged users to for-
mulate their search intent by puzzling exemplary images. Our
work shares similar spirits with these two works in introducing
user interaction into the loop. Specifically, our concern in this
work is that, besides visual search technique development, we
may improve the user experience and system performance by
natural interface design and enabling user-centric features, e.g.,
interactive operations.

B. Interacting With Mobile Devices

User interface design has experienced mechanical switch,
keyboard, mouse, pen to touch screen, gesture, move, and so
on. Compared with using a mouse, keyboard, or pen, touch,

2Ericsson Connectivity Report 2011. [Online]. Available: http://www.eric-
sson.com/ericsson_connectivity_report_feb2011.pdf
3AdMobMobileMetrics Highlights 2010. [Online]. Available: http://metrics.

admob.com/May-2010-AdMob-Mobile-Metrics-Highlights.pdf
4[Online]. Available: http://www.google.com/mobile/goggles/.
5[Online]. Available: http://www.discoverbing.com/mobile/.
6[Online]. Available: http://www.kooaba.com/.
7[Online]. Available: http://www.pointandfind.nokia.com/
8[Online]. Available: http://www.snaptell.com/
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gesture, and body moves are more natural, engaging, and con-
venient. More and more mobile devices, be they smartphones,
PDAs, or tablets enable reactions to pressure, motion, shaking,
and even moving in space, which enhance means to observe
and engaging with data [26]. The new generation of consumers
have been accustomed to the novel means of engaging with
information, which provides significant potential of incorpo-
rating interaction features into mobile applications.
The powerful interaction-enabled mobile devices have been

dramatically changing how we work and entertain on the move.
The best-selling mobile game—Angry Birds,9 serves as a best
example of how interaction contributing to a successful mo-
bile application. Its success demonstrates that a simple yet el-
egant interaction concept can maximize the creativity of mo-
bile users. Beyond game, the importance of mobile interaction
is visible in applications from work to daily lives. It has been
studied and suggested that visual interfaces will improve mo-
bile-based search in [7]. In multimedia browsing and editing,
Jokela et al. have identified the importance of interaction de-
sign in mobile video editing [16]. The guidelines for the mobile
video browsers are discussed in [14], where three types of in-
terface, GUI, gestures and physical movement are investigated.
Recently, touch screen gestures were specially designed and im-
plemented to help disabled persons for interaction with digital
devices [12], [17]. Mobile interaction also exists in education
[8] and hedonic parts of life [13], [19].
In one word, interaction shifts the role of mobile user from

a passive information responder to an active, real-time partici-
pant. Interestingness and engagement are very important for a
winning mobile interface. For mobile visual search to succeed,
we need to think beyond simply snapping and towards interfaces
offering rich interactions. In this paper, we investigate the ad-
vantage of human interactions in mobile visual search scenario
and introduce novel operations to interact with mobile devices.

III. FOCUS STUDY

To build attractive mobile applications, it is important to
know user needs and understand what are key characteristics
defining a great mobile application. As a starting point of
our work, we conducted a focus study on usage patterns and
concerned factors of mobile visual search. The objective is
twofold. First, the study aims to gain understanding on typical
users needs/tasks for mobile visual search and features/metrics
contributing to a successful mobile visual searcher. This reveals
information helpful in designing follow-up structuring ques-
tionnaires. Second, the study aims to provide some hypotheses
according to the tasks and metrics summarized, which can be
further tested quantitatively by the usability evaluation study.

A. Participants and Procedure

Eight participants (three female and five male, 20–30 years
old) were recruited for the focus study, who were selected based
on two criteria: the potential interest for mobile visual search
and their previous experiences on mobile visual searchers. The
selected participants are all graduate or undergraduate students,
with educational backgrounds ranging from computer science,
software engineering, to industrial design.

9[Online]. Available: http://www.rovio.com/index.php?page=angry-birds

The focus study was loosely structured and conducted in a
group discussion which was guided by a moderator. The mod-
erator tried to ask all questions, while thinking aloud was en-
couraged for the participants and serendipity was allowed. The
structure of the focus study questions is as follows.
• Behavior-oriented discussion. The discussion started with
open-end questions regarding the participants’ mobile
search habits. For example: How do you explore the
unknown but interesting things on the move? What are the
differences between mobile search and desktop search?
What are the differences between mobile visual search
and mobile text/voice search?

• Task-oriented discussion. This discussion was used to in-
vestigate the typical needs and expectation of users on mo-
bile visual search. These questions have more specific pur-
poses. For example: in what kind of scenarios will you ben-
efit from mobile visual search? What functions do you es-
pecially expect the mobile visual searcher to help?

• Evaluation discussion. This was related to the metrics of
defining a good mobile visual search application. The ex-
ample questions are: How do you rank an mobile visual
searcher? What feature do you care about most?

• Open discussion. We encouraged participants to reflect on
previous discussions and comments. For example: based
on the summarized tasks and metrics, what are the limita-
tions ofmobile visual searchers you used?Do you have any
suggestion on how to improve the system performance?

B. Results

1) Usage Patterns: We first investigated the common be-
haviors of the users when they want to obtain information or
explore interested things on the move. Five of the eight partici-
pants considered textual keyword-based mobile search as their
first choice, while the other three preferred to call to friends or
ask from surrounding persons for help.
The physical constraint of mobile devices makes user search

behaviors quite different from that on desktop PCs. Based on the
participants’ discussions, searching on mobile devices is more
focused while searching on PCs is more exploratory. This is
consistent with the conclusion of previous mobile usage pattern
study [6].
Regarding the different mobile search methods, the par-

ticipants argued that each method has its own strength. The
selection depends on the tasks and contexts. For example,
text-based mobile search is more suitable for non-figurative
concepts, e.g., checking weather forecast; while to find out
indescribable things or tangible things, e.g., finding a song
or a picture stuck in your head,10 they would prefer voice-
and image-based mobile search. However, two participants
expressed their concerns about the upload discharge cost for
voice- and image-based search. In this session, the participants
also showed their confidence about the great potential of mobile
visual search-based applications, which was detailed in the
following discussions.
2) Tasks and Metrics: The usage pattern investigation above

helps participants move smoothly to the tasks and metrics eval-
uation. For example, discussion on the difference of mobile

10[Online]. Available: http://www.shazam.com/
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Fig. 2. Summarized typical tasks and evaluation metrics from focus study. The
percentages indicates the proportion of what participants need or care most.

versus desktop search provides insight into the typical tasks
for mobile visual search, where highly exploratory tasks like
finding lowest-cost airfare will be first excluded. For the eval-
uation metrics, the limited input means and small screen raise
the need for a natural interface, while the mobility nature calls
for the need for low discharge cost and power consumption.
Broder came up with a trichotomy of desktop search pur-

poses: navigational, informational, and transactional [2].
Mobile search differs significantly from desktop search, not
just because of the devices but because people’s different needs
on the go. Based on the discussion, we modified the previous
trichotomy and categorized the typical tasks on mobile visual
search into: Informational, Transactional, and Social.
• Informational: this is to acquire detailed information
about the unknown or interesting things, e.g., identifying
logo, leaf and artwork, what this landmark is and what
story is behind, etc.

• Transactional: this is to obtain information to help make
decision and conduct actions, e.g., where to serve the cui-
sine, where to buy the book, CD and movie, comparing
shopping, and checking rental information.

• Social: this is to communicate with or get to know some-
body, e.g., the persons in the same place or people who also
like this stuff.11

The proportion of the three types of needs is shown in
Fig. 2(a). It can be seen that Transactional is the most preferred
tasks on mobile visual search (50%), which may be due to
its on-the-go characteristic—the users have more focused
goals and prefer to perform mobile visual search to help make
decision. Social is a special need evolving with location-based
services. Its application scenario is not clearly defined yet.
However, during the discussion, one participant put forward a
very interesting idea for the social needs (if not violating the
privacy issue).
“I’m too shy to directly strike up a conversation with a lovely

girl encountered on the street. With just a snap of the girl, the
application will provide with her Facebook homepage so I could
get to know her gradually.”
The evaluation metrics to rate an mobile visual search facility

also derived from the focus study, which include Efficiency, In-
terface, and Effectiveness:
• Efficiency: it describes the extent to which efforts are used
to produce a specific outcome. The efforts include dis-
charge cost, power consumption and response time.

11The task of Social can be extended to the concept “The Internet of Things”,
i.e., connecting people by the captured things. The popular mobile applications
Color and Instragram actually all build on similar motivations.

• Interface: a good interface for mobile visual searcher
should be natural and intuitive, ease of operation, flexible,
attractive and helpful to clarify user intent.

• Effectiveness: this is related to search performance (e.g.,
accuracy), task-dependent search results, as well as person-
alized search and recommendation results.

For the metric of effectiveness, task-dependence means the
mobile visual searcher should be aware of the task context, e.g.,
history and travel information are expected if the captured photo
is a landmark, while the address of shoe store and price infor-
mation are preferred if the photo is a pair of shoes. To under-
stand the personalization metric, one comment from participant
is quoted:
“Different persons expect different results for the same pic-

ture, e.g., for a cuisine picture, some want price, some need the
recipe, while some like to know the nutrition included.”
The proportion of the evaluationmetrics is shown in Fig. 2(b).

It is shown that that interface was emphasized by the partici-
pants equally to effectiveness (37.5%). This does not surprise
us, since, in “Experience is King” era, interface design has been
the key factor for mobile applications [11].
3) Hypothesis: The issues most participants complained

about include irrelevant returned results and the rigid re-
quirements for capturing environment and skills, e.g., “The
performance is highly sensitive to the capture angle and light
condition, which is inconvenient to be used on the move.” Some
useful advice was provided, such as conducting image prepro-
cessing before uploading to server,12 targeting high precision
with low recall and enabling ROI selection after capturing. One
of the participants suggested the following.
“A metaphor is to think of searching pictures for slides on

Google Image. Taking photos is analogous to the available pic-
tures online. It’s difficult to find a best picture to fit your slides,
while you may pick a good one and perform simple editing off-
line. For me, such an editing feature is desirable on mobile vi-
sual search.”
This quote brings out one of the most important motivations

to design interactive operations for visual query formulation
(i.e., ROI selection), namely helping express user intent more
clearly and reducing the requirements for high-quality photo-
graph capture is a viable solution to make up for the limitations
of the current visual search techniques. Seven out of eight partic-
ipants expressed the demands for an interactive feature to query
adjustment for helping improve the performance. The only par-
ticipant who declined this feature was not sure whether interac-
tion could lead to better search results. Inspired from the discus-
sions and comments, we came up with the following hypothesis.
Hypothesis: incorporating user interactions in the loop can

improve user experience and the performance of mobile visual
search.
Besides the focus study observation, similar hypothesis can

also be seduced from the technical point of view. Existing mo-
bile visual search techniques suffer from cluttered background
around the interesting region in the photos. While user intent
is complex and background substraction techniques are not al-
ways satisfactory, appropriate interaction design to enable users

12For example, deblur, image restoration, and enhancement.
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Fig. 3. Prototype and different interaction modes for formulating visual intent in the prototype. (a) Prototype of TapTell. (b)–(e) Interaction modes.

with ROI selection will separate the interesting region from the
background. This hypothesis serves as our motivation of fol-
lowing work to introduce interaction to the mobile visual search
systems.

IV. PROTOTYPE

The basic premise behind interaction-enabled interface is
that, by allowing users to select their ROI in the picture, the
mobile visual search system can understand user intent more
clearly and significantly improve search performance. We
developed a prototype system, named TapTell, on WP7 devices
to investigate the advantage of multitouch human interactions
on mobile devices.13 The prototype including the proposed
interaction modes are shown in Fig. 3. The use of TapTell is
very easy: 1) users first take a picture; 2) the captured picture
will be displayed on the screen, where users can use one of the
four interaction modes to select their ROI; and 3) users can
further reselect the ROI by clicking the “clear” button or search
similar pictures by clicking the “search” button. Therefore, by
taking pictures and interacting with the mobile devices, users
are able to express their intent by gesture and resort to visual
search techniques to connect the captured picture with related
information in the physical world.
In the prototype, we develop a scalable image indexing and

searching algorithm on the cloud, which is based on a visual vo-
cabulary tree (VT) [24]. The VT is constructed by performing
hierarchical K-means clustering on a set of training feature de-
scriptors representative of the database [18]. In our implemen-
tation, a total of 50 000 visual words are extracted from 10 mil-
lion sampled dense scale-invariant feature transform (SIFT) de-
scriptors, which are then used to build a vocabulary tree of six
levels of branches and 10 nodes/subbranches for each branch.
The storage for the vocabulary tree in cache is approximately
1.7 MB with 168 bytes for each visual word. The VT index
scheme provides a fast and scalable mechanism suitable for
large-scale and expansible databases. Besides the VT, we also
incorporate the image context around user-specified ROI into
the indexing scheme, by introducing a novel weighting
method [25]. Our prototype can handle a large database with
tens of million images and the searching time on the cloud is
around tens of milliseconds on average.
The database in the prototype consists of two parts: One is

from Flickr, which includes a total of 700 000 images from 200

13The WP7 device has 1-GHz processor, 512-MB RAM, 5-MB pixel digital
camera, and 4-in WVGA Super AMOLED touch screen. A demo video is avail-
able at http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SDIIsmESGEQ.

popular landmarks in ten countries, with each image associated
with its metadata (title, description, tag, and summarized user
comments); The other part is a collection of commercial local
businesses from Yelp,14 which includes 350 000 user-uploaded
images (e.g., food and menus) associated with 16 819 restau-
rants in 12 U.S. cities. The search result interface (see Fig. 1)
shows the related information (i.e., title, description, location,
and so on) on the right of each searched image. The participants
can access the visual search performance through the returned
search results.

V. INTERACTION DESIGN

Observations of the evaluation metrics concerning with in-
terface are valuable for designing new interactive operations.
A great mobile visual searcher is supposed to be natural, flex-
ible, and attractive, with simple operation and helpful to express
user intent. Equipped with the state-of-the-art multitouch tech-
niques, we introduced four modes of gesture-based interactions
[Fig. 3(b)–(e)], among which crop is the interaction mode sup-
ported by existing mobile visual searchers, while line, lasso, and
tap are newly defined. We will introduce each interaction mode
in the following.
Crop: Google Goggles introduced crop for ROI selection. A

built-in crop tool is enabled by highlighting a block located in
the center of the photos. Anchor one finger on the side and drag
it till the cropbox contains all the interested regions. By crop-
ping, the unnecessary stuff is taken out and only the desirable
regions are uploaded to server for analysis. For comparison con-
venience, we implemented a similar cropbox in TapTell on the
WP7 devices [see Fig. 3(b)].
Line: the implementation of crop requires the selected region

is located in the center of the picture. Accordingly to the sum-
marized interface design principle, flexibility is limited for this
case. To improve the flexibility and make the operation more
natural, a novel interaction mode called line is developed [see
Fig. 3(c)]. Simple as the name suggests, the users are allowed to
draw a line across the interested region anywhere in the photo,
and the rectangular bounding box whose left-top corner is the
starting point and right-bottom corner is the ending point of the
line is highlighted and selected. In case of wrong or unsatisfied
selection, just draw another line and a new rectangular will re-
place the former one. Line provides a natural, real-world feel of
interaction, which is a simulation of pen for freeform inputs.

14[Online]. Available: http://www.yelp.com.
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Lasso: both crop and line follow a rigid square selection
scheme. Though operated easily, the fixed rectangular in-
evitably contains redundant space, which will confuse the
recognition algorithm. To address this, lasso is designed for
an arbitrary shape selection [see Fig. 3(d)]. The operation is
equally simple: draw a continuous curve around the interesting
object or region you want to search for and re-draw if not
satisfied. Once you’ve got your ROI outlined, click “search”
button and check the results. Note the curve is not necessarily
closed up. So long as it is a continuous drawing, the boundary
of the selected region will be obtained by analyzing the sample
points from the trace.15 The design of lasso is inspired by the
Lasso selection tool for interactive Bing search on iPad.16 The
new feature was impressive and has received lots of positive
responses since its release, where users find the Lasso operation
very natural and engaging.
Tap: each input device has its strengths and weaknesses.

While keyboard is best for text input, mouse for precise
pointing, touch-based gesture is best for object manipulation
and freeform expression. However, you cannot depend on
gesture for precise selection. Consider lasso for example,
although it supports an arbitrary shape selection, it’s tedious
and nearly impossible to draw along the accurate boundary of
the interested object. Moreover, the existing touchscreen tech-
nologies do not support such a precise response. An interaction
mode called tap is thereby designed. The photographs are
automatically segmented once captured, and the boundaries of
the segments are presented to users for selection [see Fig. 3(e)].
Users choose segments by just tapping on them. The selected
segments will highlight their boundaries for visualization. In
case of unsatisfied selection, users could press the “clear”
button or retap the selected segments to cancel the current
choice. If the other three interaction modes are analogous to
user inputting queries, tap is analogous to query suggestion,
where image processing algorithms rise to help.
We compared the usability and user experience on the TapTell

system with the four interaction modes. The user study settings
and results are detailed in the following section.

VI. USABILITY EVALUATION STUDY

The interaction concepts described above have been evalu-
ated in a controlled experiment from July to August in 2011.
We invited 40 users in the user study. It takes each user about
1.5 hours to finish the study. The user study has two goals: 1) to
validate the hypothesis proposed in the focus study that interac-
tion is necessary and useful for a mobile visual searcher and 2)
to compare among different interaction modes and find which
one is more natural and effective. The users were asked to per-
form different tasks with each interaction mode and fill in the
questionnaires as the quantitative feedback on the usability. We
recorded user actions in log files, which were jointly utilized for
evaluation from an objective view.

15We have developed a new visual search technique based on the “lasso”
region using a visual vocabulary tree-based approach. Please refer to [25] for
the implementation details.
16Lasso for Bing search on iPad: http://www.bingforipad.com/blog/

2011/07/05/bing-for-ipad-searching-without-search-box/

A. User Study Settings

We recruited 40 subjects (22 females and 18 males, all
20–34 years old) to conduct the usability evaluation study.
The backgrounds of the participants range from programmer,
buyer, editor, accountant, secretarial, human resources staffer to
undergraduates and graduates in computer science, animation,
design, geology, and social sciences. The criterion for selecting
subjects was that they should be frequent mobile users and very
familiar with mobile search.17 We organized the participants
into two groups (20 per group) with balanced gender ratio
for each. Participants of group A (control group) were asked
to perform the study on the designed mobile visual searcher
without interaction function, while participants of group B (ex-
perimental group) on the same mobile visual searcher enabled
with the four interaction modes.
Based on the summarized typical needs for mobile visual

search, one informational task and one transactional task were
defined.
• Task 1: “Landmark recognition.” For the informational
task, we simulated a tour scenario. The colorful pictures
of 40 popular landmarks from four countries (U.S., Italy,
France, and China) were posted on the wall around the
testing room. The participants (who have visited the tested
country) were assumed traveling to these landmarks, and
the task is to perform landmark recognition using the pro-
vided mobile visual search system.

• Task 2: “Cuisine, on the go.” For the transactional task,
a food service scenario was set up. Each participant was
provided a color-printed booklet with 40 cuisines including
salad, soup, burgers, meat, dessert, and drinks. They were
assumed to be passing by a cuisine billboard on the street,
but can neither speak the language nor know the cuisine.
The task is to take a photograph of the cuisine and resorting
to mobile visual search for providing information about the
nearest restaurant serving this cuisine.

For participants in group A, five to eight subtasks were re-
quired for each task. For participants in group B, three to five
subtasks were required for each interaction modes inside each
task. The order in which the interaction modes were selected
is random and decided by participants themselves. We defined
a subtask as this: the participants starts one subtask by picking
one landmark or cuisine and taking a picture, and ends when
satisfied with the results or disappointed with the results and
decided to give up trying.18 The diagram of user study design is
illustrated in Fig. 4. Therefore, it is likely that participants per-
formed several round of “snap-interact-search” process inside
one subtask. Each subtask corresponds to one log file. Besides
the search times, snap, search timestamp, and interaction count
of each try, the result of the subtask as well as the User id, se-
lected Interaction mode and Task id were also recorded. The
time interval between the first snap timestamp and the last

17Users of smartphones with touchscreen are encouraged.
18An ending interface with decision buttons of “accept” and “refuse” fol-

lowing the results interface is used to end subtasks and submit log data. The
participants were allowed to conduct another trial for the subtask if the current
search results are not good, till tired of trying or getting satisfied results. The
maximum times for trying depends on individual patience and varies with par-
ticipants and tasks. During the user study, we gave no hint to the users about
how to determine one result should be “accept” or not, since users’ subjectivity
guarantees the experimental results’ objectivity.
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Fig. 4. Diagram of user study.

search timestamp is the search time user costs for one subtask.
The structure of the log file is shown in Fig. 5.
When finishing the two tasks, the participants were asked

to fill in three questionnaires: the responses to the summarized
tasks and metrics, the standard usability scale (SUS) question-
naire [3], and the user experience survey based on the summa-
rized evaluation metrics. To further validate the quality of the
summarized tasks and investigate the participants’ preferences,
for each of the three tasks and metrics, the participants were first
asked to rate their level of needs and care from 1 to 7, where 1
is not needed or cared and 7 is most needed. SUS is a standard
questionnaire giving a global view of subjective assessments
of effectiveness, efficiency, and satisfaction. It coordinates well
with other subjectivemeasures and has been used for a variety of
research projects and industrial evaluations. SUS yields a single
score representing a composite measure of the overall usability
of the system being studied. It has a range of 0 to 100, the higher
the better. We utilized a seven-point Likert scale and the partic-
ipants were asked to specify their level of agreement to each
questions [20]. Focusing on the mobile visual search applica-
tion, according to the summarized evaluationmetrics from focus
study, we designed a user experience covering the factors of (1
Efficiency: speed, (2 Interaction: user-friendly, ease of opera-
tion, flexibility, novelty, clear user intent, and (3 Effectiveness:
relevance of search results. Since the main goal of the work is to
investigate the advantage of interaction and find the most usable
interaction mode, the metrics concerning with Interface are em-
phasized and detailed in five subfactors. The participants were
asked to rate the metrics with a scale of 1 to 7, where 1 is the
worst and 7 is the best.
Note that we do not set up a hybrid mode by combining “In-

teraction” with “No Interaction”. The reason is twofold: 1) since
one of the goal is to examine which interaction mode contributes
best, we need to combine “No Interaction” with each of the
four interaction modes, which makes user study lengthy and
diffuse and 2) it is not easy to set up a hybrid mode, e.g., how
to switch between “Interaction” and “No Interaction.” In addi-
tion, the mixed design will confuse the participants. However,
we emphasize that in real interaction implementation, a care-
fully designed hybrid mode will combine the advantages of both
“Interaction” and “No Interaction” and achieve best balance be-
tween effectiveness and efficiency.

B. Results

The statistical evaluation results include three parts: the re-
sponses for the summarized tasks and metrics, the subjective
measures of SUS and user experience questionnaire, and the ob-
jective measure of the log analysis.
1) Summarized Tasks and Metrics: In the focus study,

three types of typical tasks and evaluation metrics had been
concluded from eight participants’ discussions. In the usability
evaluation study, the 40 participants rated the level of prefer-
ences over them, which is summarized in Figs. 6 and 7. From
the average rates in Fig. 6(a), we can see that: 1) for the typical
tasks, Informational and Transactional are considered equally
useful, while Social is not so needed and 2) the participants
attached emphasis on all three concerned factors, while Effec-
tiveness and Interface are considered a little more important.
It is shown in Fig. 6(b) that the participants from the usability
study showed a similar preference for the summarized tasks
and metrics with the focus study discussions. The percentages
of participants who care the most are consistent with those of
Fig. 2. To investigate the affection of backgrounds, we also
examined the preferred tasks and metrics regarding different
genders and occupations. The statistics for female and male
participants are shown in Fig. 7. It is shown that female par-
ticipants have higher “Transactional” need and value more on
“Interface” metric, while some male participants emphasize
on the “Social” need and generally care more about “Effec-
tiveness” than about “Interface” metric. Regarding different
occupations, we found that the participants with science-related
backgrounds emphasize more on the “Informational” need and
“Effectiveness” metric, while participants with arts-related
backgrounds emphasize more on the “Transactional” need and
“Interface” metric.
The participants responded that the summarized tasks and

metrics basically covered their intent on a mobile visual
searcher. However, some really interesting applications and
suggestions were proposed. For example, one participant men-
tioned his need of solving mathematical equations as follows.
“While it is difficult to issue an equation query using the

search box, taking a photo of the equation and resort to visual
analysis for help maybe a cool idea.”
We note that the summary and observations in this work only

serve as a guideline for the design of mobile visual search, not
expected to fit all the increasing new situations or requirements.
Besides the new application scenario, the participants also com-
mented on the demands of supporting more categories and tar-
geting at various user groups. Combining the discussions in the
focus study, we concluded with the following observations with
tasks and evaluation metrics.
Observation 1: compared with desktop search, mobile visual

search has a significant characteristic of helping users make de-
cision. The Transactional interests are as important as the In-
formational interests. Social represents a novel application sce-
nario combining mobile visual search with mobile SNS, which
has a great potential in the future. Besides, tasks related to vis-
ible stuffs in the physical world are encouraged, regarding to the
mechanics of mobile visual search.

cheney
高亮
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Fig. 5. Structure of the log file.

Fig. 6. Preferences over the summarized tasks and evaluation metrics for the
formal user study. (a) Average rate. (b) Percentage of participants need or care
most.

Fig. 7. Preferences over the summarized tasks and evaluation metrics for the
formal user study. (a) Female participants. (b) Male participants.

Observation 2: for the mobile visual search users, Interface
design is equally important asEffectiveness. Due to themobility,
Efficiency is also one factor users care about. In addition, on
condition of current techniques, results of high precision with
low recall are preferred.
2) Subjective Evaluation: SUS Results. Fig. 8 shows the av-

erage SUS scores and the standard derivatives (SD) for group
A (No Interaction) and the four interaction modes of group B.
It is seen that three out of four interaction modes (i.e., crop,
line, lasso) obtained a higher SUS score than No Interaction.

Fig. 8. Average SUS scores for different settings.

TABLE I
ANOVA RESULTS FOR SUBJECTIVE EVALUATION

ANOVA is a widely used technique for the statistical signifi-
cance test [1].19 ANOVA test revealed that the results of SUS
survey are significant and confident (see Table I). The modes
of line ( , ) and lasso ( ,

) were perceived as the most usable. Observed from
the detailed responses, we find that: 1) the reason lowering the
SUS score of No Interaction is that many participants “do not
find very confident using the system” and 2) for the tap mode,
some participants “think it cumbersome to use.”
User Experience Results: the statistics of user experi-

ence questionnaire and its ANOVA test are shown in Fig. 9 and
Table I. Except for metric of “Ease of Operation” ,
other metrics show statistically significant results. Similar with
the SUS results, except tap, the other three interaction modes
are all superior to No Interaction mode. No Interaction re-
ceived comparable rates only on the metrics of “Speed” and
“User-friendly.” Its overall rate of 3.76 is much lower than that
of the other four modes (4.79). Out of the eight metrics, lasso is
considered to be the most attractive in seven, while tap has the
highest score on “Novelty.” Lasso obtains a high average score
of 5.95. Preceded by lasso, line is the second-best interaction
mode, with an average score of 5.49 and overall rate of 5.65.

19The value of denotes the significance of the result, the larger is, more
significant the result is. is short for degree of freedom. . denotes the prob-
ability we should deny the hypothesis, the smaller . is, more confident the
result is.
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Fig. 9. Average rates for the user experience survey.

Tap has a poor user experience concerning “Speed”, “Flexi-
bility”, etc. However, for the metrics of “Ease of Operation”
and “Novelty”, tap has a high evaluation score, which shows
the potential of this interaction mode.
Sampled participants’ comments are quoted in the following

to illustrate the subjective results.
• “It’s boring repeatedly taking photos of the same object.
I need to modify my capturing distance and angle all
along.”20

• “Crop is similar to Line, except that Crop restricts the
cropbox in the center of the photo, which is not very
convenient.”

• “Tap is too restrictive. I can only select one of the segments
the system suggests.”

• “While Line and Lasso are natural by solely using fingers,
Crop can help locate the ROI by initializing a box.”

• “Tap is interesting, but the segmentation result is con-
fusing. What’s more, the small segment is difficult to target
for selection.”

The participants expressed similar complaints on No Interac-
tion with the focus study. The four interaction modes each have
advantages and disadvantages. For tap, the interaction concept
is considered appealing, while it is the poor segmentation re-
sults that exacerbates the user experience. It is out of the scope
of this paper to discuss how to create this segments, since we
focus on the interaction design. However, we are working to-
wards improving the tap implementations by combining with
other interaction mode in the future.
Combining with the user questionnaire statistics and related

comments, we have the following two observations.
Observation 3: a mobile visual searcher enabled with inter-

action is more useful than that without interaction. Interaction
contributes to a more easy and focused selection, which leads
to better matching results.
Observation 4: a good interaction mode should allow users

to locate their ROI easily, precisely and quickly. Among the
introduced four types of gesture-based interactive operations,
lasso is considered to be the best considering efficiency, inter-
face, and effectiveness.
3) Log Data Analysis: Besides the subjective user survey

questionnaires, we also assessed the usability and user experi-
ence by analyzing the log data. Corresponding to the three fac-
tors of Efficiency, Interface, and Effectiveness, the log data anal-
ysis also includes three parts: search times and search time cost,

20This comment is quoted from one participant from group A.

Fig. 10. Average search times for one subtask.

TABLE II
ANOVA RESULTS FOR LOG DATA ANALYSIS

interactive operation count, and “accept” ratio and normalized
discounted cumulative gain (NDCG).
Efficiency: search times and search time cost: search times,

i.e., how many times the participants performed the “snap
(interact ) search” process before they find the useful infor-
mation, reflects the ability that the application helps clear user
search intent.21 Fig. 10 shows the average search times statistic.
It is shown that interaction enabled settings basically need equal
or less search times than No Interaction. However, the unsatis-
factory segmentation results from tap sometimes confuse users,
which result in the higher search times of tap mode. ANOVA
test shows that the reduction of search times is not very signifi-
cant (see Table II).
Search time cost measures the time used for the participants to

finish one subtask, which is very important for mobile applica-
tions. The results are illustrated in Fig. 11 and Table II. Actually,
interactions sacrifices users’ time and operation complexity for
better search results. Therefore, the interaction modes have no
apparent advantages regarding the search time cost. Subtasks
finished by using crop and lasso cost the least time, while once
again, for the tap mode, since the segmentation algorithm takes
1–8 s to process one photograph, the overall search timecost be-
comes higher accordingly.
Interface: interactive operation count: the count of inter-

active operations measures the operation complexity and inter-

21To calculate search times, search time cost, and interactive operation count,
we only consider the “accepted” subtasks.
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Fig. 11. Average search time cost for one sub-task.

Fig. 12. Interactive operation count for one trial.

Fig. 13. “Accept” ratio of different settings.

face user-friendlyness. FromANOVA test in Table II, the opera-
tion count varies significantly among the four interactionmodes.
Fig. 12 shows that most of the participants with lasso just need
one interactive operation (the average count is 1.16 and 1.17 for
the two tasks), which is less than the others. Using crop, the par-
ticipants have to anchor and drag the cropbox several times to
modify the selection. The interactive operation needed for crop
(2.27 and 2.49) is nearly two times of those for lasso. For the
high interactive operation count of tap, one reason is that most
of the photos were over-segmented and not convenient for se-
lection, the other is that participants found it hard to tap one
segment to include all they were interested.
Effectiveness: “accept” ratio and NDCG: since the users

are allowed to select “accept” or “refuse” to end a subtask, the
“accept” ratio is an important indication for the overall perfor-
mance. Fig. 13 shows the “accept” ratio of different settings for
the two tasks. The results are consistent with the user subjec-
tive survey data that the interaction modes are generally better
than No Interaction, and lasso performs best among the four in-
teraction modes. The rectangular selection of crop and line can
not conform to the arbitrary shape of objects and interested re-
gions. In addition, it is interesting to find that the “Landmark
recognition” task has a consistent higher “accept” ratio than the
“Cuisine, on the go” task does. This may be because that the
appearances of even the same cuisine change from restaurant to
restaurant.

Fig. 14. evaluation of different settings.

To objectively access the effectiveness of different settings,
we also use information retrieval metric of to evaluate
the relevance of the search results. Given a query , the
at depth in the ranked list is defined by

(1)

where is the graded relevance of result at position , and
is a normalization constant and chosen so that

of a perfect ranking is 1. The captured photographs, the se-
lected ROI, and the top 100 matching results for each of the 928
searches were stored with the log data. We hired three gradu-
ates to label the relevance of the top ten results to each captured
photographs with a scale of 1–5, where 1 is not relevant and 5
is very relevant. The final relevance value is averaged over
the three labels. The average results are shown in Fig. 14. It ac-
cords with the “accept” ratio and demonstrates the importance
of interaction. For task 2, the top 1 of No Interaction achieves a
competitive score of 0.31. This is because the sampled
cuisine pictures were taken from the indexed dataset, and it is
relatively easy to find the duplicate images.
By analyzing the log data, we come up with further observa-

tions as follows.
Observation 5: with suitable interaction design, at the ex-

pense of limited operation cost, the mobile visual searcher is
expected to obtain better matching results and user experience.
Combining with the significant ANOVA results of subjective
evaluation, we validate the Hypothesis summarized from the
focus study.
Observation 6: among the four introduced interaction

modes, lasso has the least interactive operation count and
best performance. The consistence with the highest subjective
evaluation for lasso demonstrates the users’ preferences over
simple yet effective interactive operations.

VII. DISCUSSIONS

Based on the above analysis and observations, this work has
several key takeaways for designing future mobile visual search
applications.
Mobile visual search calls for evolution: interaction with

human in the loop serves as one of the solutions: apparently,
the visual search techniques can not keep up with the increasing
needs on mobile visual search. Evolution beyond technological
development is desirable. The user study in this paper shows
that suitable interaction design contributes to better mobile vi-
sual search performance due to the clarified understanding of
user’s search intent. The presented interactive mobile visual
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search prototype represented one of the first works in this new
paradigm.
Balance between natural user experience and effective

visual search performance: lasso is the winner: following the
users’ usage patterns and mobile devices’ support of flexible
input means, touch or gesture-based interactive operations are
preferred. Mobile users can only afford simple interactions
when mobility, the less time and operation cost, the better. Most
importantly, users expect improved performance by interaction.
A good interaction concept should help users modify their ROI
selection and lead to a better search result. If no improved
performance is promised, interaction will be considered bur-
densome instead of helpful. We have shown that lasso achieved
the best balance among the four modes.
Mobile users crave easy-task-completion beyond mobile

visual search: there are huge business potentials in mobile
visual search market: The mobile visual search has signifi-
cant applications concerning with transaction. Mobile users are
likely to use it to help make decision. The design of the search
result details as well as the user interface are expected to match
the users’ needs on the go. It is helpful to link the search re-
sults with local business in the physical world. People need
more information beyond mere searched similar pictures, e.g.,
recommendation of local businesses, so that they can explore
surroundings and complete related tasks very conveniently [9].

VIII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS

The aim of this paper was to adopt a broad investigation on
mobile visual search, from the typical needs, evaluation metrics
to interaction design and interaction modes comparison. Trans-
actional was considered as the one preferred need on a mobile
visual search, while Interface was given equal, if not more, im-
portance with Effectiveness. The subjective user survey and the
objective log analysis results demonstrate the advantage of in-
teraction and show that interaction mode of lasso obtains the
best user experience and performance.
In this paper, we intend to utilize the multitouch feature of

mobile devices to design different gesture-based interactions.
While line and crop are basically the same, lasso enables users
with arbitrary selection, tap is analogous to segment suggestion
and distinguishes itself from the others. Though tap gets poor
performance due to the implementation issue, the participants
have shown major interests to it and approved its novelty and
convenience. Moreover, the freedom selection of lasso is new
to mobile visual search and obtained satisfied performance. We
will work on a novel interactive operation combining the idea
of tap and lasso, i.e., users are allowed to conduct a lasso alike
operation to connect the suggested multiple segments. This will
integrates the advantage of tap’s automatical suggestion with
precise boundary and lasso’s naturalness and flexibility.
Understanding user intent on the go is not trivial for practical

mobile applications. We strive to make clear the user intent by
interactive operations of ROI selection in this work. However,
a complex scenario cannot be identified by simply selecting a
salient area, for example, if one user takes a picture and boxes
out the area of food, does he/she want to perform an Informa-
tional task or a Transactional task? In this case, incorporating
context information, e.g., time, location, weather, and even a
user’s mood will be helpful, which is also one of our ongoing
works.

Another interesting direction is to employ image-processing
techniques for query image classification. Different vertical
search modules will be called and corresponding results in-
formation will be provided based on the query category. In
addition, although “snap” is the usual input option for a mobile
visual searcher, it should not be the only one. It is interesting to
enable alternative input options and implement mobile visual
search as plug-ins to other mobile applications, e.g., mobile
web browser, video player, and image browser.
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